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From Grammy-winning musical icon and legendary bassist Victor L. Wooten comes an inspiring
parable of music, life, and the difference between playing all the right notes…and feeling
them.The Music Lesson is the story of a struggling young musician who wanted music to be his
life, and who wanted his life to be great. Then, from nowhere it seemed, a teacher arrived. Part
musical genius, part philosopher, part eccentric wise man, the teacher would guide the young
musician on a spiritual journey, and teach him that the gifts we get from music mirror those from
life, and every movement, phrase, and chord has its own meaning...All you have to do is find the
song inside.“The best book on music (and its connection to the mystic laws of life) that I've ever
read. I learned so much on every level.”—Multiple Grammy Award–winning saxophonist Michael
Brecker

Praise for The Music Lesson“Victor Wooten has been doing things on the bass that nobody
dreamed of, and we bass players can't help but hunger for some insight into what inspires him
and how he does it. Here, as in his music, he surprises us and gives us more depth than we
expected, more of himself than many would dare. This is his journey, his mystical quest, not
merely to play the bass but to fully encounter and understand Music itself.”—Tony Levin, World
Class Bassist with the Peter Gabriel Band“A MUST-READ FOR ANY MUSIC ENTHUSIAST.”—
Chuck Rainey, World Class Bassist and Recording Artist“THE MUSIC LESSON IS A
REVELATION.”—Chris Jisi, Senior Contributing Editor, Bass Player magazine“BOTH
ENTERTAINING AND ENLIGHTENING.”—Guitarnoise.comAbout the AuthorVictor L. Wooten is
an American bass player, composer, producer, and five-time Grammy Award winner, as well as
an original member of the jazz and bluegrass band Béla Fleck and the Flecktones. He is also the
author of the parable The Music Lesson: A Spiritual Search for Growth Through Music.
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Lwest76, “Life Changing. It took me a while to read this book, but as I finished it I understood
why: it always spoke to where I was at the time I read it. I will be reeling from the mind blowing
lessons from this book for the rest of my life, and I am about to purchase every book he’s written.”

Music Lover, “absolutely Stunning Book. I’m ready to reread it now that I know the ending. A
stellar piece of writing filled with enough food for thought to last a lifetime.”

yep, “An extraordinary lesson in music, but not the one you are expecting.... Most people reading
this probably know that Victor Wooten is a bass player best known for his supernaturally fast and
technical slap-style chops: he plays complex passages faster than most people can even think
or hear them, with a kind of contrapuntal rhythmic intensity, that creates a sort of polyrhythmic,
polyphonic impression of music moving faster than the speed of thought, while still sounding like
funky, danceable grooves that anyone can get down to.If that's all you know of Victor Wooten,
you might be expecting his book on music to be a compendium of speed-building exercises,
licks and tricks, and practice regimens... a kind of manual for would-be bass guitar
virtuosos.This book is absolutely not that. It will not teach you double-thumbing, or pinky-
hammers, or claw-hammer picking, or anything like that. In fact, if you read this book without
knowing anything about Victor Wooten, you might think you were reading something written by a
rank beginner still learning to play quarter-note blues-progressions, because that is how he
regards himself. It is impossible to overstate how accessible this book is, even for complete non-
musicians.If anything, Wooten takes a blase, almost dismissive attitude towards practice,
technical exercises, and so on. Instead, "The Music Lesson" is a story told as a series of
parables, musical life-lessons taught to the narrator by a sequence of semi-mystical characters
whose reality is left ambiguous... It is written as an autobiography of sorts, but the main
character is not Victor Wooten, it is instead the almost supernatural figures who pop in and out
of the life of a young bass-player struggling to "make it", and who answer questions he never
even thought to ask. Reading this book, one gets the impression that Victor Wooten is some sort
of clumsy beginner, rather than the premier virtuoso of his instrument.The book is structured as
a sort of "Pilgrim's Progress", with Victor Wooten as a kind of vanishing everyman, struggling to
learn the ways of music, led by a series of semi-mystical teachers through vast, philosophical
(and often dubious) concepts of math, physics, etymology, nature, morality, and science. This
"music lesson" sometimes seems to be a lesson in everything BUT music, but it all turns back to
music, and every chapter will make you a better player, even if you disagree with it or find fault
with the science.The book is written as a factual narrative, but it is hard to know what to believe,
in a historical sense. Wooten weaves myth and magic together with practical life-lessons in a
way that makes it difficult to untangle dreams from reality. New-age-y and mystical concepts are
freely interwoven with practical tips, but this is not a "flaky" book. It is emphatically a music



lesson, as the title suggests.It is remarkable how much an absolute technical master and
virtuoso is able to teach, without a single fingering exercise, practice-regimen, or anything of the
sort. Aside from the chapter-headings, there is not a single note of printed music in the book, it's
all purely conceptual. It is also remarkable how little ego there is in this book: it's not a book
about Vic Wooten, best bass-player alive, it's a book about Vic Wooten, student and beginner,
trying to make progress.If you are reading reviews of this book, stop reading and buy it.”

Colleen VanderHoek, “Fabulous book!. I enjoyed this book so much, I want to read it again.”

Thomas, “A good book, recommended to all music students.. i've been a professional musician
for a long time. i've always loved victors quirky bass-madness, and his approach to the
instrument as well as his ability to create what the music calls for- weather that be unparalleled
unaccompanied virtuoso electric bass solos, or straight 8ths under a funk groove. first and
foremost, i feel compelled to say, with love, that victor as an author, is not too great. pretty bad
actually. however, the content of the book is excellent, and i highly recommend it to every bass
student i teach. (weather they're studying arco and are aspiring orchestral musicians, or jazz
nerds, or rockers, ext ext). He addresses important musical concepts, and does so tastefully. this
is NOT a runthrough of how to do his tricks, and even though i knew it wasn't and wanted nothing
like that, i understand that some people did want and/or anticipate that from victor wooten
writing a book about music. also i must note, he does try to make this book about MUSIC and
not necessarily about the electric bass, however i don't know if a flutist would find it as useful as
a bassist would, since it sort of does revolve around the electric bass being his instrument. that
said, i do think that any instrumentalist would be able to use all of the information in here just as
much as an electric bass player- after all, its concepts, not bass-specific etudes or anything like
that.his approach to using the character "michael" i thought was pretty cool, especially since he
says that he's going to say what he wants through a fictional character so he does not need to
defend any of his statements. i always viewed michael as sort of the personification of "music"
itself, or perhaps the way we (or i atleast) viewed great musicians when we first had an interest
in music- the way that what they could do with their instrument made them almost god like, and it
was uncomprehendable how they could do it. creating the music-teacher superhero like figure
was pretty tasteful, and worked for his purposes of getting the points across.to me, reading the
book really did not provide me with any new information, because these are ideas i've been
teaching and practicing for years- but i knew that going in. even for the professional musician, its
still a worthwhile read. for the passionate hobbyist, this book can work wonders. if taken to heart
it can make the difference in what i consider a hobbyist musician to a professional. thats
basically what he's getting at, musical maturity, and the qualities that are desired in the highest
musical environments, from well-paid wedding bands to orchestras to jazz quartets.in short,
victor wooten may not have ever studied literature all that much, but certainly he has studied
music, and this book reflects that. highly recommended.”



Mr. J. D. Higgs, “Excellent read!. I have been an admirer of Victor Wooten's playing for some
time, technical mastery and all round musicianship for some time. I saw this book listed on here
and thought, lets see what he has to say. Well, although some of the story is quite 'out there' in a
good way, the lessons are solid and remind you that music is not all about flashy techniques, or
the best/latest gear, its about enjoying what you play, and having something to say, musically. I
read this book just before I attended a four day Jazz playing course and almost everything in this
book (not the crazy characters, although there are plenty of those in Jazz!) rang true. Buy it, read
it, and just play!”

Alison Simmons, “Excellent service and product. The book was interesting as it contained a
different perspective on how music is formulated, delivered and received. A bit slow in places
but on the whole the story was lovely and the best bit was the ending. A very easy going, stress
free read. Probably not for everybody but if you are interested in other people's perspectives on
music then it might be ok for you.”

Matt Caffell, “Must read for any budding musician. This is a thought provoking book, with many
freeing things to ponder, I am sure I will read it again sometime.”

Goshawk79, “WOW !!!. This is a book that challenges the very way we think and feel about
music, and opens up an entirely different view that could radically change how we play, listen,
and experience not just music but life itself!I always knew music was more than a series of
notes, but at last someone has put it into words....”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,369 people have provided feedback.
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